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Q The letter D was born from the Hebrew daleth meaning door. In Greek, this letter is called Delta. Interestingly, the early alphabets were of Semitic Protosinatic origin1 (see: Semitic). A culture before (proto) of the ancient Jews, Phoenicians2, etc. that had many contacts with cultures such as Greek and Egyptian, from which all our culture
was born. -Thank you: Stacy Roulet Note: Protosinaitic also known as proto-Canaanite refers to inscriptions found in the Sinai Peninsula. This peninsula was conquered by Egypt. Synaptic writing evolved from Egyptian hieroglyphics, but they used it to write a Semitic and not Egyptian language. The Phoenicians were the people who
invented alphabetic writing. Protosinaitic script of the 19th century a. C. is not a precedent of the Phoenician alphabet (17th-16th .C.C.), but a parallel development. See: alphabet, Greek alphabet, Latin alphabet and library. This text was not born from jewish daleth. It comes from the Phoenician alphabet. Protosinaitic is a parallel
alphabetic development that has nothing to do with the current Hebrew alphabet. The Hebrew alphabet is an adaptation of the Aramaic alphabet, and this is an adaptation of the Phoenician alphabet, as is Greek. Thank you: Helena Let us know if you have more data or if you find any errors. Only authorized members: A B C D E F G H I J
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